
METO fixings for price cards used 
 in service counters



METO provides the solution
Fixings for price cards used in service counters 

*Individual cassette stands
Material: polycarbonate, transparent 
Unit: 25 pieces
Art. no. 8327200 (5 cm)
Art. no. 8327201 (10 cm)
Art. no. 8328007 (15 cm)

*Acrylic stands
Material: acrylic glass,  
transparent 
Unit: 25 pieces
Art. no. 9483406 (5 cm)
Art. no. 9483407 (8 cm)

*Universal cassette stands
40 / 60 mm
Material: styrolux, transparent 
Unit: 25 pieces
Art. no. 9465799

*Ice spit
Material: polycarbonate, 
transparent 
Unit: 25 pieces
Art. no. 9470845

PromoSign extension cassette 
expiry date 
74 x 24 mm cassette to set the 
expiry date of fresh goods. 
Color: black 
Unit: 25 pieces
Art. no. 9489495
Photo: German-language version.

Price card stands with adaptor 
for PromoSign extension 
cassette Expiry date 7424 SB
Material: polypropylene, transparent
Height: 5, 10, 15 cm (height bottom 
edge price card). PromoSign 
cassette is not is not included.
Unit: 25 pieces
Art. no. 9480147 (5 cm)
Art. no. 9480149 (10 cm)
Art. no. 9480151 (15 cm)

Card clip adaptor for price cards to use in 
combination with the following cassette stands.*
Material: polypropylene, transparent
Unit: 25 pieces  
Art. no. 9475611

Price card stands
Material: polypropylene, transparent
Height: 5, 10, 15 cm (height bottom 
edge price card)
Unit: 25 pieces
Art. no. 9480146 (5 cm)
Art. no. 9480148 (10 cm)
Art. no. 9480150 (15 cm)

Price cards are not included in 
any fixing device.



Universal clip & 
card holder
Material: POM, black 
Unit: each 25 pieces
Art. no. 9211564 
Art. no. 9008342

METO provides the solution
Fixings for price cards used in service counters 

More fixing solutions for price cards:

Special offer sign range for price cards
To attach on the back of a card
Size: 85 x 79 mm, material: PVC 0.3 mm
10 different signs 12 pieces each
Art. no. 9480466
Photo: German-language version.

Card holder
Material: PVC, 
transparent 
Unit: 10 pieces
Art. no. 8311775

Multiclip UC20
Material: PC, 
transparent 
Unit: 30 pieces
Art. no. 9129998

Multiclip UC50
Material: PC, 
transparent 
Unit: 10 pieces
Art. no. 9116387

Universal clip & 
card holder
Material: POM, white 
Unit: each 25 pieces
Art. no. 8316049 
Art. no. 8316042

Aktionszeichen-Sortiment für Preiskarten
85 x 79 mm 

Art.-Nr. 9480466

PromoSign extension cassette 
expiry date 
74 x 24 mm cassette to set the 
expiry date of fresh goods. 
Color: black 
Unit: 25 pieces
Art. no. 9489495
Photo: German-language version.

*Individual stand with 
information on the back
Material: polypropylene, 
transparent 
Unit: 25 pieces
Art. no. 8327210



METO®, a business unit of Checkpoint®, offers the global retail sector a great variety of innovative and highly cost-efficient 
labeling and sales promotion solutions. These include in-store communication and advertising, shelf management, merchandise 

identification and labeling and shopping convenience.

Over the past 55 years, METO has invented an ongoing succession of sales promotion and merchandise labeling solutions 
which define today’s standard practice in the retail sector. METO develops solutions which are easy to handle and set up.  

As such, these solutions meet the requirements of a retail sector which faces constant change and which operates according 
to the motto: time is money. Solutions from METO help to ensure effective communications in all areas from pricing through 

advertising to information on product origin, use-by dates or other details which play a role 
in the sale of merchandise. 

METO combines quality with durability and inspires retailers to communicate with their customers in an effective manner.

METO’s success is due in part to its close cooperation with retailers, service providers and industry. 
These partnerships enable us to continue developing innovative concepts for our customers.

METO headquater Hirschhorn / Neckar · Production, management, warehouse

The METO catalogues as an app:

for IOS for Android

CHECKPOINT SYSTEMS 

INTERNATIONAL GMBH

Ersheimer Straße 69 

D-69434 Hirschhorn

Tel.: +49 (0) 62 72-928-0

Fax: +49 (0) 62 72-928-204

meto-info@meto.com
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